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WS 5.1:  Gas Questions 

Directions:  Answer the following questions using the lecture notes, what was discussed in class, the videos and the end of section 2 in 
the lecture notes, and the internet. 
 
1) List the five basic assumptions of the kinetic theory. 

Particles in an ideal gas… 

(a) have no volume. 
(b) have elastic collisions.  
(c) are in constant, random, straight-line motion. 
(d) don’t attract or repel each other. 
(e) have an avg. KE directly related to Kelvin temperature. 

 

 

 

 

2) What is meant when we say that a collision is perfectly elastic? 
There is no net change in kinetic energy as a result of the collision. 

 

 

 

3) In terms of the kinetic theory, what is the significance absolute zero? 
The kinetic theory does not apply at absolute zero since at absolute zero all particles stop moving. 

 

 

4) You have one container of chlorine Cl2 gas and an identical container of methane CH4 gas.  Both are at 18°C.  What is 
the difference in the average kinetic energy of the gas molecules? Explain. 
The average kinetic energies of the gas molecules are the same. 

 

 

5) Convert the following Kelvin temperatures to Celsius. 
(a) 86K   (-187°C)  (b) 191 K    (-82°C)      (c) 533 K   (260°C) 

 

6) Convert the following Celsius temperatures to Kelvin. 
(a) 23°C    (296K)  (b) 50°C    (323K)  (c) -90°C    (183K) 



7) What causes a gas to exert pressure when confined in a container?  
 
The collisions of the gas particles with the walls of the container it’s in. 
 
 
 
 
 

8) How does the total volume of gas particles compare to the volume of the space between gas particles? 
 
 

Negligible.  If you smushed all those gas particles together they would take up virtually no volume at all. 
 
 
 
 
9)  In a rigid container (volume is constant) why does the pressure increase when the temperature is increased? 

 

The gas particles are moving faster and thus they collide with the wall of the contain more often.  More colloisions = 
increase in pressure (cause that’s what gas pressure is) 

 

 

10) In a flexible container, why would a change in temperature cause the balloon’s volume to change?  What must be true 
of the pressure of the gas inside the balloon? 
 

With pressure held constant, an increase in temp will cause an increase in volume because the particles 
are moving faster and spread out.  A decrease in temp causes the particles to move slower and not spread out 
as much. 

 

 

 

11) If the temperature of a sample of gas remains constant and the volume of the container is increased, what happens to 
the pressure of the gas in the container? 
 

The pressure would decrease. 

 

 

12) What will happen to a sealed bag of chips when you take them from here to Tahoe? (there is air in the bag too) 
 
Due to a decrease in pressure, the volume of the bag would expand. 


